
@Studio16 –  

“Through education, application, motivation and a commitment 
to a healthy lifestyle – we will succeed”! 

 

THE LONGEST RELATIONSHIP            

YOU WILL EVER HAVE –                                      

IS WITH YOURSELF AND YOUR 

BODY. 
 

A world wide leading marketer advised in a seminar that: 

“To find out how to succeed go to the person that you 

know has already done so ..  

and ask them how”! 

 

Many have asked over the years for me to prove my 

knowledge via someone else’s Study and/or for reference 

materials.  If I was to operate my business via what someone 

else does or teach what the latest studies tell us to do - every 

year I would have changed my approach and my advice to 

you all. 

 

Instead, since presenting to the public and teaching for over 

20 years, I have maintained that for optimum health and to 

avoid ageing symptoms we must improve our strength as we 

age, avoid and minimise activity and foods that weaken our 

immune system…  It is that simple! 

 

Through my education I know how the body functions, how 

the organs work and the processes of digestion and 

absorption of nutrients (vitamins & minerals) from our foods.   

 

And, the most reliable study that I know, that has shown 

me the truth of what really works to strengthen, shape 

and bring health, balance and beauty to the body – no 

matter what stage you are in your life or how old you are, 

is: 

 

My many years of watching, working and 

studying bodies and my clients’ results..  

and this year - I am turning 50! 

 

Are you 

aware 

that: 

The longest 

relationship 

you will ever 

be in is the 

one with 

yourself and 

your body. 

The second 

longest is with 

what you eat. 

How well do 

you know 

them? 

  

“When health is 

absent, wisdom 

cannot reveal 

itself, art cannot 

manifest, strength 

cannot fight, 

wealth becomes 

useless, and 

intelligence 

cannot be 

applied.”   Herophilus 
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Someone once said to me that: 

“We accept fate in life, at the point  that we feel we can no longer move forward and because it’s at 

this point that most feel there is nothing they can do about it, we accept it as our  fate.” 

But, 

“What would happen if we did not accept it as fate and that we start to move, change and strive to 

achieve all that we wish and want, no matter what age or stage in life we are at.” And it’s then, I was 

told “we define success.” 

 

When it comes to 

our body, is 

the ageing process fate – 

or do we force it upon us?   

Can we do anything 

about it? 

 

 

Since opening my studio at Five Dock (@Studio16) in 2002, and in the past when employed by 

other gyms for the development and teaching of specific programmes including the over 50’s 

programmes,  I  have had the pleasure of teaching and challenging some amazing people.   

 

Although most were reluctant at first to try new training methods, they all would listen and were 

eager to learn.   After only a couple of weeks they all began to train with more conviction and 

determination than ever before.   

 

In only a short period of time they started to notice not only their own changes, but each others.   

 

At one gym (about 15 years ago), I pulled the “oldies” out of one of my Aqua Aerobic classes and 

placed them in the weights room.  On the agenda was:  

 Tai Chi; 

 The Charleston dance moves (great balance workout); 

 “pilates” – back then it was referred to as the rehabilitation /strengthening / conditioning 
exercises - with 

  weights and standing stretches. 
 

At another gym at Burwood (geared for the young & beautiful), I lined up the “oldies” in front of the 

mirrors to do their weights alongside the younger patrons also pumping their weights.  

One women’s son stood over me and kept asking me: Why weights? Why would my mother want to 

have muscle?  

The answer to these questions became evident when after only a few weeks, those that committed 

to the training programme, including his mother, began to: 

 move easier; 

 hold their bodies more up-right; 

 walk quicker and stronger; 

 shape-up their bodies; 

 elevate their moods; 

 report that their blood pressure had dropped  and 

 that their aches and pains were decreasing 
 the list went on. 
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Their confidence grew and approach to everyday activities changed.  They understood that each 

move and activity would make a huge difference to their overall health.   

 

They began to enjoy and challenge themselves.  Their mind-set changed from feeling old and 

avoiding movement to looking for ways to move more which in turn made them feel younger.   

 

They began to train with an eagerness to learn more about their bodies and how to gain strength, 

flexibility and balance.   

 

They stopped accepting that their age has limitations and barriers. They started seeing that they can 

make changes to the way they look, feel and think.   

 

A common regret voiced many times was…… 

“not doing this earlier.” 

 

In one class (in the over 50’s programme), Lucy told us her story about her shoulders. Doctors told 

her, (before she started the training programme) that she should accept the lack of mobility and 

strength in her shoulders as part of growing old.   

 

After some months of participating in the training programme she could move and rotate her 

shoulders. The aches and pains decreased and Lucy could even lift shopping bags again. 

 

Lucy had changed her fate and so have many others in so many different ways 

because they trained for strength - and did not accept their fate nor what the doctors and 

studies told them to accept as ageing…  

 

For those who rely on published reference material - Below are reference material on ageing.   

 

Signs and Symptoms of Aging – Longevity Healthy Aging Research.   

www.longevity.ca/info_signs_and_symptoms.htm 

 

 
There are many different signs and symptoms of aging. Most of these develop gradually and are very diverse, but it 
should be remembered that it is not possible to diagnose aging based on isolated signs and symptoms alone. Different 
people possess widely varying degrees of these signs and symptoms. Some of these include:  

 An overall decrease in energy and vigor  

 The tendency to become easily tired  

 Changes in sleeping patterns  

 Decreased memory  

 Behavioural changes  

 Abdominal obesity and inability to lose weight 

 Urinary problems such as incontinence, dribbling, and changes in frequency of urination  

Sooner or later, many people develop one or more of the degenerative diseases of aging, such as: 

 Alzheimer's disease  

 Osteoporosis  

 Diabetes Mellitus  

 Parkinson's disease  

 Arthritis  

 Stroke 

 Heart Attacks 

These conditions cause pain and suffering to patients and their families - the economic and social costs are staggering. 
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Lyn Smith – Started training @Studio16 about 6 years ago.  Although initially, she was not regular 
in attendance, she persisted until her training become a habit and now, an essential part of her 
lifestyle.   
 
Lyn once shared that she draws parallels to her financial commitment to training @Studio16 and 
her commitment to her private health fund.  In her mind, they are both essential. 
 
 She will be celebrating her 66th Birthday this year and instead of showing signs of ageing as listed 
above she has reported the following results: 
 

 Greater strength gain, mobility and flexibility; 
 A greater awareness of her tai chi principles and applying them to everyday life –  

(e.g. staying clam, deep breathing and mindfulness); 
 An increase in her bone density of 2.9% at the hip and 4.6% in the leg bones.  

 
When Lyn started @Studio16 she was classified as osteopenia and on the border of osteoporosis.  
Her test this week showed an amazing improvement in her bone density (results listed above) and 
now is sitting in the range back to the boder of normal.   
 

At 66 years of age, Lyn is gaining bone density and has avoided osteoporosis. 
 
Another remarkable results from Training @Studio16 is: 
 
Gary Case -   I have been going to @Studio16 for over 7 years now. I am a builder, 50 years old - 
and when I first came to see Betty I had back pain, poor posture and no flexibility. I was seeing an 
osteopath twice a week for my pain and decided to give Pilates a go. Now my back pain has gone, 
posture has improved and I am more flexible than I have been since my 20s. I no longer see the 
osteopath or take anti inflammatory pills. Increasing my body’s strength and flexibility has improved 
all aspects of my life.  
 
As an unexpected benefit I went from 110kg to 95kg and now feel great! 
 

 

I often state that: -   

you have choices in life… 

accept ageing as research and doctors will tell you…  

or go against it – and define it your way – 

as Lyn & Gary have  … and many that are training @Studio16. 

   

Here are some simple pieces of advice derived from my studies and research @Studio16: 
 

 Strength train all your body appropriately, so as to be able to do so for the rest of your life.   

 Stop any aggressive training now!  Do not follow the “Biggest Looser” or their trainers’ 

approach or any boot camp training approach. 

 Eat your foods (a simple Mediterranean diet of fresh cooked foods rather than any 

processed foods).  Avoid drinking foods (except for home made soups)… all foods are best 

chewed not swallowed in drinks, cooked not raw – (especially dark green vegetables e.g. 

spinach.)  Including fruit, eat them do not drink them. (unless there is a specific health issue). 

 Do not take vitamin pills or powders without understanding the consequence of doing so. 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to consider training @Studio16. 

 

Thank you for training @Studio16 
www.studio16.com.au      mobile: 0428 014 798     email: betty.studio16@gmail.com 

http://www.studio16.com.au/

